The Full Monty

**Book key**

1.1 1 Open answers
2 Open answers (a story about a group of friends)

1.2 Open answers
(1) The Chippendales
2 To advertise their show
3 Dance and take their clothes off
4 D)

2.1 1 It was Gaz’s idea …
2 The plan is a complete failure.
3 There is a queue of women …

4–5 Correct

2.2 1 opportunities
2 application
3 interview
4 friends
5 morning
6 Manager

2.3 1 had had
2 had found
3 had left
4 had been
5 had begun
6 had taken
7 had told
8 had made

2.4 Open answers
(1) a Gaz and Dave
b Gerald
c Gerald
d Gerald and Nathan

e Gaz and Dave
f Gerald
g Linda
h Gerald

3.1 1 C 2 A 3 G 4 B 5 F 6 D 7 E 8 H

3.2 1 a Gaz
b Mandy
c Dave
d Lomper

e Nathan
f Gerald
g Linda
h Gerald

2 Open answers

3.3 1 agreed, would become
2 bought, would forgive
3 would be, lost
4 made, would come
5 would leave, got

3.4 Open answers (Gerald, Gaz, Dave, Lomper, Horse, Guy)

2 Open answers

4.1 1 H 2 H 3 G 4 H 5 G 6 H 7 G
8 G 9 H 10 G

4.2 1 F 2 B 3 D 4 A 5 E 6 C

4.3 1 d 2 g 3 b 4 f 5 h 6 c 7 a 8 e

4.4 Open answers
(1 a Gaz
b the strippers’ show
c money
2 a Mandy
b unhappy, angry

5.1 a 3 b 8 c 5 d 1 e 6 f 2 g 7 h 4

5.2 1 only
2 Club
3 strippers
4 daring

5 Monty
6 event
7 better

5.3 1 let
2 make
3 make
4 let
5 let
6 let
7 make

5.4 1 Open answers
(a In a police station.
b They have been dancing at the factory with very few clothes on.
c They need the blankets to go to the police station because they aren’t wearing much.)
2 Open answers

6.1 1 Open answers
2 a ✗ b ✓ c ✓ d ✗ e ✓ f ✓ g ✓ h ✓

6.2 1 Gerald, Gaz
2 Mandy, Gaz
3 Dave, Gaz
4 Mandy, Gaz
5 Gaz, Mandy
6 Gerald, Gaz
7 Gaz, Dave
8 Dave, Gaz

6.3 Possible answers:
1 so long that
2 so terrible that
3 so surprised that
4 so angry that
5 so bored that
6 so famous that

6.4 Open answers

**Talk about it** Open answers

**Write about it** Open answers

**Project** Open answers

**Discussion activities key**

1 Open answers

2 Suggested questions: Do you work outside/inside? Do you work in the morning/afternoon/evening/at night? Is your job difficult? Do you work with other people? Are you rich/poor? In your job, do you wear the same clothes as you wear in your house? Do you go to other cities/countries? Do you work with computers?

3 Open answers

4 Example conversation:
B: Look Gaz, you’ve got no job, no money and you’ve been in trouble with the police. Surely I can be a better parent?

G: But I’m going to get some money. Anyway money is not as important as love and also I’m more fun to be with. Nathan likes being with me.

B: But you live on your own. He needs a mother.

G: He’s got a mother and anyway the reason I am on my own is because you stole my wife.

B: I didn’t steal her, she ……………

5 Open answers

6 Descriptions: Horse: Black, middle-aged, has a beard, and a big nose, not a lot of hair. Guy: Good-looking, thin, wavy hair, clean shaven.
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7 Open answers

8 Gerald recognised Guy because Guy had plastered his bathroom. Jean was joking with a man called Frankie. The men watched a video of Flashdance. Jean wants Dave to get a job as a security guard. Horse uses football tactics to teach the men to dance. Two men try to take a television from Gerald’s house. Guy got six G-strings for the men to wear.

9 Suggested events or products: A music concert, a film, a party, a play, a restaurant. A perfume, a drink, a car, a washing machine.

10 Open answers

11 Burglary, shoplifting, murder, mugging, hijacking, kidnapping, arson, blackmail, robbery, fraud, smuggling.

12–13 Open answers

Activity worksheets key

1 a bank b mud c waist d narrow e stage f cards

2 a 4 b 6 c 2 d 1 e 3 f 5

3 a mood b car c line d hole e hope f zoo

4 a untidy b boring c relationship d embarrassed e pretended f interview

5 a Mandy b Dave c Lomper d Nathan e Gerald f Linda g Gaz

6 steep–hill clothes–factory late–for work thick–smoke social–life dancing–class gold–jewellery job–offer

7 a Gaz knew he wasn’t a bad dancer.
   b Guy was an attractive man in his twenties.
   c Dave put the video in his pocket.
   d The men didn’t dance in a straight line.
   e The group played football in a park.
   f Gerald had a big smile on his face.

8 a X b X c ✓ d X e ✓ f ✓ g X

9 a to b have c surprising d shorter e anything f went

10 a hated > liked b television > radio c better > worse d car > shed e short > tall f shirt > jacket

11 a Twenty years b Guy c Three d Sheets e Through the bedroom window f Gaz g A policeman’s hat h A few days ago

12 a seventies b blankets c terrible d six e The social services f black g pleased

13 a weren’t going to do the show.
   b he had sold two hundred tickets.
   c he had been looking for a job.
   d strippers.
   e had told him it was for women only.
   f their red leather G-strings.
   g their hats in the air.

Progress test key

1 a Sheffield b canal c Working Men’s Club d Job Club e prison f dancing class g garden h factory i unemployment office j police station

2 a 7 b 6 c 2 d 8 e 9 f 1 g 5 h 10 i 3 j 4

3 a Gaz b Dave c Horse d Lomper e Gerald f Mandy g Guy h Barry i Jean j Nathan

4 a X b X c ✓ d ✓ e ✓ f ✓ g ✓ h X i ✓ j ✓

5 a Two
   b He had to pay his wife 700 pounds.
   c He was trying to kill himself.
   d He said they were friends from work.
   e Gnomes
   f He ate chocolate and thought of ways to lose weight.
   g He went to Gaz’s flat.
   h He wanted to wear it to a funeral.